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Brief overview of a state-space assessment 
model for northern cod,

 to provide projections of the impacts of 
future fishery catches on stock recovery.

Spatial stock-recruit relationship.

Stochastic MSY reference points.

Outline



Northern cod fishery background
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likely more than 
200,000 tonnes

massive fish 
out there

Cod rebounding 
because of … capelin

“spectacular” 
growth



A Ncod assessment model
 Assessment problems:

o uncertain catch information;
o changes in natural mortality rates;
o changes in stock spatial distribution.

 Addressed in an integrated stock assessment 
model that used offshore and inshore surveys, 
tagging, etc.

A state-space stock assessment model for northern cod, including 
under-reported catches and variable natural mortality rates
Noel G. Cadigan
Canadian Journal of Fisheries and Aquatic Sciences, Published on the 
web 08 June 2015, 10.1139/cjfas-2015-0047



A Ncod assessment model

model estimates 
F and M, by 
age+year



Catch advice

 Don’t know exact 
catch levels

 But the model 
estimates these

 can do catch 
multiplier projections



There is a Blim, 
based on average 
SSB of the 1980’s

Concept: SSB 
corresponding to 
50% max 
recruitment

Reference Points



 In the DFO PA framework fishing is allowed in the 
critical zone (less than Blim)

But need to demonstrate that targets can be 
reached in an acceptable time frame and with 
acceptable probability …….

MSY provides an option to define target B and F

What harvest rates are consistent with successful
and sustainable fisheries

Reference Points



Can use the stochastic M process estimated in 
the stock assessment model to project future M 
(levels and variability)

Can also project growth and maturation rates (in 
progress with JM)

Some ecosystem consideration (M will vary) ….

Also need to project future recruitment??

Stochastic MSY for Ncod



Ncod stock-recruit

-Multiple equilibria
-What is going on??



The spatial distribution of SSB matters

Hypothesis

Area occupied expands



Some 
questions 

about 
where the 
eggs and 
larvae go

Smedbol, R. K., & Wroblewski, J. S. (2002). Metapopulation theory and northern cod 
population structure: interdependency of subpopulations in recovery of a groundfish
population. Fisheries Research, 55(1), 161-174.

Spatial Effects on Reproduction



Assume that density-dependent recruitment 
depends on density in the area occupied and not 
overall stock size

 density of recruits - μR; and
SSB in area occupied - μSSB.

Model: μR is a Beverton-Holt function of μSSB, 

A simple spatial stock-recruit model



The total recruitment and SSB is

and 

The spatial BH stock-recruit model is

A simple spatial stock-recruit model

/



Density-dependence in area occupied



Estimated spatial BH stock-recruit 

Spatial model 
better, but still 
room for 
improvement



Find that value of F that maximizes the mean 
equilibrium catch, including variation in M and R.

Stochastic M process (estimated), but bounded 
by observed range of M, and mean bias 
corrected

 Lognormal random recruitments using the 
estimate of (but not yet auto-correlated)

Stochastic MSY



Stochastic MSY
Bmsy = 1040 Kt A low value 

because of stock-
recruit function 

more than 
variable M



Stochastic MSY



Fmsy ~ 0.12 and Bmsy ~ 1000 Kt

A default Blim in DFO PA framework is 40% 
Bmsy = 400 Kt, compared to current Blim 621 Kt

SSB (2012) = 73 kt (53,99)

F (2012) ages 5-12 ~ 5%

Conclusions



Need to extend model back to 1959 to get better 
perspective of productivity at higher stock sizes

Add more tagging info

Better analysis of area occupied

A spatial meta-population model

What will maturities do as stock recovers?

 etc

Future Research



There are multiple deterministic equilibria

Deterministic MSY


